The Plan of Action:

1. Make **Oxmas** the best ever yet. I would ensure this year’s Oxmas is buzzing, with brilliant decorations and activities to brighten the winter months.

2. Tackle the nightmare **room ballot system**. I’m sure you are all aware of how stressful and difficult the current system is for organising college accommodation. I would aim to make the process more transparent, and make it easier to co-ordinate living arrangements in advance.

3. Work with Environment Rep to create a **composting system**. Throwing away spare fruit and veg is such a waste, especially when it could be used to help nourish the beautiful St Anne’s gardens. I would push to change this.

Why vote for me?

- I LOVE Christmas and all the surrounding festivities so I would greatly enjoy making the whole college merry this Oxmas :))
- I love making lists and I am very organised;
- I am approachable and always up for a chat about anything;
- I am a massive food lover and fully appreciate how important good food and a good environment to eat in is;
- I have prior experience organising and promoting events.

Thank you for reading my manifesto!!:))